CONTRACT No........................................of 19........for the supply of the
under-mentioned Stores entered into on the..........day of.........................
19........by the undersigned parties, refers to this Letter of Acceptance of Tender
which is and shall be read and construed as part of the said Contract.

........................................................................................................
(Contractor)

........................................................................................................
(Witness)

........................................................................................................
(Witness)

Date...................................................... Date......................................................

GOVERNMENT OF THE..........................................................
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

ACCEPTANCE OF TENDER

To

........................................................................................................
Office of the

........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................

TENDER FOR SUPPLY OF THE FOLLOWING STORES:

........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................

FOR USE IN........................................................

FOR THE PERIOD............................................TO........................................
both days inclusive.

You are hereby informed that your tender for the above-mentioned supply
of stores is accepted, subject to the Conditions of Contract, Specification and/or
Schedule of Stores, Form of Tender and this letter, and at the various rates set
down by you in the said Schedule of Stores.
2. You will be notified when the Contract documents are ready for your signature.

3. Attention is drawn to the Conditions of Tendering whereby the Security Deposit (if any) referred to in the Schedule of Stores must be deposited on the day that you execute the formal Contract Agreement.

4. This letter is sent to you in duplicate. Please return the original, duly signed and witnessed, where indicated, to this office and retain the copy.

The undersigned hereby acknowledges receipt of the above letter, copy of which has been retained, and confirms that no terms, conditions or stipulations additional to those contained in the Tender Table Documents have been imposed by the issue of this letter.

.................................

(Contractor)

Address ........................................

........................................

........................................

........................................

Date ........................................

07759—JPN.J.

.................................

(Witness)

Address ........................................

........................................

........................................

........................................

Date ........................................